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Foreword
Religion and language are at the core of culture and often form the 

basis of ethnic identity.  Within the Slavic �orld, t�o linguistic-culturalic �orld, t�o linguistic-cultural �orld, t�o linguistic-cultural 
areas are �ell kno�n:s are �ell kno�n: Slavia Orthodoxa, �hich is based primarily on 
Eastern Orthodoxy and the Church Slavonic literary tradition, and Slavia 
Latina, also kno�n as Slavia Romana, �here Catholicism has predomi-
nated, and Latin �as used as a literary language.  With some regional 
variation, these t�o cultural spheres �ere eroded after the Reformation 
in Europe and the rise of national consciousness in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, �hen Church Slavonic and Latin lost the functionslost the functionss 
they had had in medieval times.had in medieval times.in medieval times..

Anton Budilovi���� �la����i�al �o�k���� �la����i�al �o�k��� �la����i�al �o�k Obščeslavjanskij jazyk v �ja��� v �ja��� 
����gix obščix jazykov ��evnej i novoj �v�o�yščix jazykov ��evnej i novoj �v�o�y I-II (1892), especially itsI-II (1892), especially its(1892), especially its, especially its 
��e�ond volume�� i�� o�ten �on��ide�ed to �e one o� t�e �����t t��olo�i�al �e-�� i�� o�ten �on��ide�ed to �e one o� t�e �����t t��olo�i�al �e- one o� t�e �����t t��olo�i�al �e- �����t t��olo�i�al �e-
searches connecting language and religious-cultural spheres in the Slavices connecting language and religious-cultural spheres in the Slavic connecting language and religious-cultural spheres in the Slavicic 
�orld, but it �as only in the latter half of the 20th century that this research 
acquired a formal, theoretical foundation and gained terminological cur-
rency �ithin Slavic studies.  The �orks of scholars, such as Riccardoscholars, such as RiccardoRiccardo 
Pi���io and Nikita Tol��toj�� made a ��i�ni���ant �ont�i�ution to�a�d�� t�i���� made a ��i�ni���ant �ont�i�ution to�a�d�� t�i�� made a ��i�ni���ant �ont�i�ution to�a�d�� t�i�� 
development. Ho�ever, these scholars did not seem to develop the idea Ho�ever, these scholars did not seem to develop the idea 
of Isalmic linguocultural (micro)area as a separate linguocultural area 
comparable to Slavia Latina and Slavia Orthodoxa. 

Taking this fact into account, this collection of articles focuses onhis collection of articles focuses oncollection of articles focuses on focuses on 
the Islamic linguocultural area in some parts of the East and South Slavic Islamic linguocultural area in some parts of the East and South SlavicIslamic linguocultural area in some parts of the East and South Slavicocultural area in some parts of the East and South Slavic some parts of the East and South Slavicsome parts of the East and South Slavic 
�orld, �hich can be vie�ed as a cultural sphere in its o�n right. This, �hich can be vie�ed as a cultural sphere in its o�n right.  This 
area represents an important Slavic religious-cultural area �hich I tenta-area �hich I tenta- �hich I tenta-a-
tively callcall Slavia Islamica. 

Thehe Slavia Islamica, that is, Belarusian-Tatar linguocultural area 
and a part of South Slavic areas such as Bosnian, share some featuresshare some features 
�ith both Slavia Orthodoxa and Slavia Latina, such as the use of a 
literary language quite different from local vernaculars; In this case, Ara-language quite different from local vernaculars; In this case, Ara- quite different from local vernaculars; In this case, Ara- In this case, Ara-In this case, Ara-n this case, Ara-
bic is sacred, and the Arabic script is accepted for the native languages.is sacred, and the Arabic script is accepted for the native languages. sacred, and the Arabic script is accepted for the native languages.the Arabic script is accepted for the native languages.Arabic script is accepted for the native languages.is accepted for the native languages. the native languages..  
Ho�ever, it differs from the t�o areas in that it is not a continuous, con-, it differs from the t�o areas in that it is not a continuous, con-areas in that it is not a continuous, con-s in that it is not a continuous, con-
temporaneous cultural area, and since there are regional differences inarea, and since there are regional differences in, and since there are regional differences in 
the Islamization, emigration and cultural development processes, it can-, emigration and cultural development processes, it can- and cultural development processes, it can-
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not �i��tl� �e �alled a uni��ed �ultu�al entit��� makin� it e����entiall� di��-
tinct from both Slavia Orthodoxa and Slavia Latina.  On the other hand, 
taking a part of the South Slavic region as an example, �hen thinking a part of the South Slavic region as an example, �hen thinkinga part of the South Slavic region as an example, �hen thinkingthe South Slavic region as an example, �hen thinking 
about the role of Bosnian linguistic culture in relation to that of Muslimsistic culture in relation to that of Muslimsin relation to that of Muslims 
in t�e ��u��oundin� a�ea�� (��u�� a�� Sandžak and �o��ovo��� in t�e �ou���eand Kosovo), in the coursend Kosovo), in the coursein the course 
of gaining and developing their Bosniak identity, one could say that itone could say that it 
should be considered as a cultural area �here the Bosnian translation ofarea �here the Bosnian translation of �here the Bosnian translation ofthe Bosnian translation ofBosnian translation of translation of 
Qu��an in t�i�� lan�ua�e i�� u��ed �o� t�o��e ��o do not kno� A�a�i��� �a�� a�an in t�i�� lan�ua�e i�� u��ed �o� t�o��e ��o do not kno� A�a�i��� �a�� aan in this language is used for those �ho do not kno� Arabic, has ahas a a 
certain authority. authority..  

This collection of articles describes the various linguistic and non-collection of articles describes the various linguistic and non- describes the various linguistic and non-
linguistic characteristics of Islamic cultural elements �ithin the Slavicic 
�orld, and it concentrates on dra�ing out �hat is particular to individualorld, and it concentrates on dra�ing out �hat is particular to individual 
areas and �hat are the more general characteristics.

Even though this collection of articles may not meet the originalcollection of articles may not meet the originalmay not meet the original 
aim of providing a comprehensive and comparative survey of and comparative survey of survey of Slavic Is�ic Is�Is�
lamica, I believe that those �ho read through it carefully �ill gain anan 
understanding of the characteristics of individual phenomena, and gainof the characteristics of individual phenomena, and gain the characteristics of individual phenomena, and gain 
an understanding of the above cultural sphere.of the above cultural sphere. the above cultural sphere.

As the main editor of this collection, I �as kindly assisted by invit-collection, I �as kindly assisted by invit-, I �as kindly assisted by invit-
ed editor Professor Robert D. Greenberg. Dr. Greenberg is a prominentProfessor Robert D. Greenberg. Dr. Greenberg is a prominentRobert D. Greenberg. Dr. Greenberg is a prominentD. Greenberg. Dr. Greenberg is a prominentGreenberg.  Dr. Greenberg is a prominentDr. Greenberg is a prominentr. Greenberg is a prominent 
expert in South Slavic languages, as �ell as one of the pioneers in theone of the pioneers in the pioneers in thes in the in the 
research of the South Slavic Islamic �orld as a linguocultural area. HisSouth Slavic Islamic �orld as a linguocultural area. HisIslamic �orld as a linguocultural area. Hisocultural area. Hiscultural area. Hisarea. His.  His 
introduction to this collection of articles states clearly its position �ithincollection of articles states clearly its position �ithin states clearly its position �ithin 
Slavic language research, and also dra�s attention to the tasks for future 
researchers.

Additionally, it is my pleasant duty to express my gratitude to Maria it is my pleasant duty to express my gratitude to Maria 
Hristova, Mika Osuga and Sim Yee Chiang �ho helped in carrying this 
�ork to completion. 

It must also be mentioned that the editorial process for this collectiont must also be mentioned that the editorial process for this collectionalso be mentioned that the editorial process for this collection be mentioned that the editorial process for this collectioncollection 
o� a�ti�le�� �a�ed ��eve�al di����ultie���� in�ludin� ��nan�ial one����� Pu�li�a- �a�ed ��eve�al di����ultie���� in�ludin� ��nan�ial one�����  Pu�li�a-
tion �as delayed, and if there are some portions that �ent to print before 
��u����ient deli�e�ation�� I mu��t �ea� �ull �e���on��i�ilit����

     Motoki Nomachi, Editor, EditorEditor


